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Chapter Three

Theory Building: A Qualitative Study

In this chapter, an exploratory qualitative study is undertaken to explore the

concept of experience from the customer’s perspective. According to the previous

literature review, the notion of experience and service experience has been presented.

As for academic studies of Marketing, experiences are conceptually regarded as

“outcomes”that result from individuals’physically participation in consumption

activities; during such participation, individuals personally learn, obtain, and

accumulate conscious or unconscious feeling, knowledge, or skill. Additionally, due

to satisfying customers’inherent, internal, personal, emotional or psychic needs,

experiences are also viewed asdistinct “offerings”that are different from products and

services. Businesses can design and manage experiences (as offerings) to meet with

customers’personal and internal needs.

The review of experience helps to catch on its conceptual meaning. The review

of service experience further helps to realize what elements constitute customers’

service experiences. In general, customers’service experiences are made up of

customers’interaction with physical surroundings and people in service settings.

Hence, with the focus of studying experiences that are happened in deliberately

designed service settings and the focus of exploring the emotional or affective aspects

of customers’experiences, an exploratory study is necessarily conducted to

investigate the essence of experiences from customers’ viewpoints.
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3.1 Method

In-depth interviews with customers are used to investigate experiences for two

reasons. First, this methodology can provide deeper understanding of the essence of

experiences from customers’(respondents’) points of view (Hudson and Ozanne,

1988). Respondents use their own words to describe their own experiences when

interacting with the whole service process, which contains physical environments and

people. It would be helpful to find out what respondents themselves have personally

and inherently perceived experiences. Second, in-depth interview is valuable for

expanding current understanding of consumer behaviors. It might be helpful in

discovering factors that are not discussed in previous research (Gwinner et al., 1998).

In this study, the in-depth interview is combined the critical incident technique

(Bitner et al., 1990) with an existential-phenomenological interview approach

(Thompson et al., 1989, 1990). Bitner et al. (1990) demonstrate the critical incident

technique (CIT) in detail. CIT is a classification method and is similar to other

inductive grouping procedures, such as factor analysis, cluster analysis, and

multidimensional scaling. In the data analysis stage, however, CIT uses content

analysis of “stories”or “critical incidents.” This is quite different from other

grouping procedures, which use quantitative analysis. According to Bitner et al.

(1990), an“incident”is meant“an observable human activity that is complete enough

in itself to permit inferences and predictions to be made about the person performing

the act,”whereas a “critical”incident is “one that contributes to or detracts from the

general aim of the activity in a significant way.”(p. 73) This study accordingly

defines critical incidents as specific interactions between customers (respondents) and

physical surroundings and people in service settings that are especially memorable for
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customers. Here, only memorable experiences for customers are studied, and such

experiences can hence be particular satisfying or dissatisfying. In addition, this

study also refers to Bitner et al.’s (1990) four criteria to identify an incident. An

incident must (1) involve respondents’personally interaction with physical

surroundings and people in a service setting, (2) be memorable or impressed from

respondents’viewpoints, (3) be a discrete episode, and (4) have sufficient detail to be

visualized by the interviewer. Researchers have also concluded that the information

provided by the CIT is reliable and valid (c.f. Bitner et al., 1990).

The critical incident technique demonstrates what events happen, while

existential-phenomenology provides a means of interpreting and understanding

experiences. This approach is helpful to go beyond the straightforward critical

incidents and obtain more through understanding of the consumers’ experiences.

3.1.1 Selected Industries

Two categories of service industry with moderate customer participation

(Hubbert, 1995) are chosen for investigation. One category belongs to consumption

service, and it is a company like Victoria’s Secret, selling women underwear. This

company has set up more than one hundred specialty stores (named Easy Shop) in

Taiwan until 2005, selling with their own brand and providing shopping environment

belonging to female customers. Twenty to thirty year-old females are main target

customers. Different from other underwear companies’channel strategy, this

company focuses on opening specialty stores and unifying design of stores. The

external store appearance, which is demonstrated with light and lively color, has

successfully caught femalecustomers’attention. Recently, this company attempts to

extend their product categories to target on all ages of female customers. The other
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category is non-profit service, and it is a national museum of marine biology and

aquarium. Not merely exhibiting marine biology, this museum provides various

activities for visitors to participate in, such as the feeding activity, show time, and

opening an area for visitors to touch the oceanic creatures. These two kinds of

service organizations are identified as moderate degree of customer participation

because customer inputs are necessary for an adequate outcome and the service

organization provides the service (Hubbert, 1995). In addition, these two service

organizations belong to the characteristics of experience industry, which provides

personal and memorable experiences to customers in order to fulfill their inherent

needs.

3.1.2 Subjects and Procedure

In-depth interviews were undertaken with twenty customers, ten for each service

category. With respect to selecting participants for the company with underwear

specialty stores, this study recruited customers who have shopped the specialty stores

in three months regardless of purchasing products. This study cares about the

experiences that customers have in the store whether purchasing or just having a look

at. Conforming to the target customers of this company, respondents are twenty to

thirty year-old females, and occupations include students, teachers and a bank clerk.

As for respondents for the museum, customers who have visited within one year were

selected. Seven informants are students with average twenty-three years old, and

three informants are retirees with average sixty years old. Since museum is open for

everyone without specific target customers, the participants recruited in this study is

qualified.

The research purpose is investigating the essence of experience from the
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customer’s perspective. Questions in each interview follow the research purpose.

After briefly explaining the purpose of interview, each interview began with the

question, “Recall a time when you had a particularly impressed experience with this

service organization?” The purpose of this initial question was to focus the

interview on descriptions of specific experience from which critical incidents could be

identified and thematic descriptions of consumption experiences would emerge.

Additional questions were probed from the ensuing dialogue and were mostly driven

by the respondent’s answer to ensure a first-person description (Thompson et al.,

1989). All respondents were also asked the following questions in order to find out

the details of the experiences:

When and how did this experience happen?

Were there any companions together with you?

 Can you describe your feeling or emotion when this experience occurred?

 How will you describe this experience if you want to share with other

people?

Participants were free to describe any satisfying and/or dissatisfying experiences

with the target service organization. Note that participants were not asked to identify

the underlying causes of dis/satisfaction, but rather to describe a specific and

impressed instance in which good or poor experiences happened. The format of the

interview was designed to be very flexible to allow the respondents to fully describe

their own experiences, including their attitudes and behaviors. Each interview was

conducted by the principle researcher and lasted forty-five and sixty minutes. The

interviews were recorded and then transcribed verbatim by the researcher. Data was

collected during November in 2004.
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3.1.3 Data Analysis

This study subsequently analyzed the data with the goal of making the data

useful for answering research purpose. Due to the research purpose of exploring the

essence of experiences, the focus of data analysis is on understanding “what 

experiences” that customers obtain; more specifically, the focus of analysis is on

“what elements of experiences”constitute customers’experiences.

Thematic descriptions of customer service experiences were unfolded through an

interpretive process (Thompson et al., 1989, 1990). In order to have overall

understanding of individual respondent’s experience from a first-person perspective,

this study carefully and repeatedly read thematic descriptions. The verbatim

interview transcripts were the data from thematic descriptions. This research then

analyzed transcripts individually, and induced separate interviews to each other and

common patterns. Such categorizing procedure is quite similar to the guidelines of

Lincoln and Guba (1985). They propose categorizing process, which “involves

sorting units into provisional categories of the basis of‘look-alike’characteristics.”(p.

203) After several time of iterations through the transcripts data, the revealed

patterns of experiences were organized and sorted.

3.2 Result

With the focus of investigating the emotional aspects of customers’experiences

that are obtained when customers physically stay in and participate in an elaborately

designed service setting, this study conducts an exploratory study to explore the
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essence of experience from customers’points of view. Through in-depth interviews

with customers, the researcher is interested in finding out what experiences customers

themselves personally obtain and exploring what elements constitute customers’

experiences.

In general, in-depth interviews illustrate that customers’experiences are derived

from interacting with physical surroundings and people in a service setting, and also

from the customers themselves. People include service providers, other customers,

and customers who are companions with the customer. This study categorizes

customers’interaction with physical surroundings, service providers, other customers,

and companions as external elements (or dimensions) that constitute customers’

experiences, whereas customers themselves is regarded as internal element. The

distinction between external and internal elements depends on whether the

experiences are obtained on customers’own initiative or are simulated by the service

settings.

The preliminary findings of this study are quite parallel to existing arguments on

service experiences (e.g. Grove and Fisk, 1992; Grove, Fisk and Bitner, 1992; Grove,

Fisk and John, 2000; Grove, Fisk and Dorsch, 1998). Grove and his colleagues

propose that service experiences are conceptually composed of service personnel,

consumers themselves, the physical environment, and service performance itself. In

this study, the findings of in-depth interview not merely confirm that physical

surroundings and service providers comprise customers’experiences but also reveal

that customer-related factors (other customers, customers’companions, and customers

themselves) play important roles in shaping customers’experiences.

Additionally, the results of in-depth interviews demonstrate that respondents
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recognize both functional and emotional aspects of experiences. Due to the

contentions and rationale of this study, the following illustration of research findings

consequently focuses on respondents’emotional aspects of experiences.

In the following paragraphs, elements constituting customers’experiences are

discussed, including physical surroundings and people in a service setting, and the

customers themselves.

3.2.1 Physical Surroundings

When a customer steps into and stays in the service environment, he or she

interacts with the physical surroundings (e.g. hearing music, seeing colors, smelling,

and touching.) and he or she senses and acquires experiences at the same time.

According to informants’description of experiences, four emotional dimensions of

experiences are generated from customers’interaction with physical surroundings,

including atmosphere, concentration, imagination, and surprise.

The first emotional aspect of experiences concerns atmosphere. Staying in and

interacting with physical environment, customers personally and affectively sense

“atmosphere,”which is shown by physical surroundings. Researchers propose

several concepts to illustrate effects of physical surroundings on customers, including

atmospheric (Kotler, 1973), physical design and décor elements (Bitner, 1992), and

facility-based environment cues (Turley and Milliman, 2000). Drawing on Berman

and Evan’s (1995) work, Turley and Milliman (2000) illustrate the way that store

atmosphere influences shopper behavior. Berman and Evan (1995) originally divide

atmospheric stimuli or elements into four categories, containing the exterior of the

store, the general interior, layout and design variables, and point-of-purchase and
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decoration variables. Turley and Milliman (2000) further add a fifth category,

human variables, to complete the typology of atmospheric variables. As they argue,

employee characteristics, employee uniforms, crowding, customer characteristics, and

privacy characterize human variables. In this study, however, respondents’

descriptions of interaction with human are classified to be distinct from interaction

with physical surroundings. Such classification is similar to Berman and Evan’s

(1995) typology. Therefore, this study considers that customers emotionally obtain

the perception of atmosphere, which comes from interacting with physical facilities,

including external variables, general interior variables, layout and design variables,

point-of-purchase and decoration variables.

Averagely, respondents use the sentence, “It is atmospheric,”to describe good

experiences with physical surroundings. Female respondents, who shop the

underwear specialty stores, commonly mention the atmosphere delivered by store

layout and design. Interview excerpts are illustrated as follows:

“The most worth aspect to recommend is atmosphere. This is a store

belonging to girls and it is just only suitable for girls. It’s a kind of feeling of

touching my heart and being comfortable. It’s really great and atmospheric.” 

(20, female, student)

“The layout makes me feel comfortable and warmth. It is like being at home.

They use pink color to decorate. The fitting room also makes me feel safe and

free.” (20, female,student)

As for customers’experiences with the museum of marine biology and aquarium,

informants also get experiences revealing from designed light and simulated scenes.

The following interview excerpts are demonstrated:
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“The atmosphere is great and lights matches up very nicely. It creates the

feeling of simulated surroundings. I can fully sense the world where oceanic

creatures live.” (23, male, student)

“The simulated surroundings are very realistic. The simulate surges are as

real as standing along the seashore. I can even hear the sound of surges

flapping.” (23, female, student)

Concentration is the second emotional aspect of experiences, which result from

customers’interaction with physical surroundings. It means that customers immerge

in the consumption activities and simply lost all track of time. In this study,

researcher names this state as concentration due to the reason that physical

surroundings attract customers’attention so that customers enjoy themselves in the

service settings.

With reference to Pine and Gilmore’s (1998, 1999) work, they propose two

dimensions to characterize experiences: the first dimension is customer participation

(passive/ active participation); the second dimension corresponds to the connection or

environmental relationship that unifies customers with the event or performance.

Absorption and immersion are the two ends of the connection spectrum. Absorption

means people’s attention is caught, whereas immersion describes how people are

involved in the environment. Here, the notion of concentration is conceptually

analogous to absorption and immersion.

Additionally, the idea of concentration is somewhat similar to “flow”

(Csikszentmihalyi, 1991, 1997) and extraordinary experiences (Arnould and Price,

1993). Csikszentmihalyi (1991, 1997) refers to optimal experiences as “flow”and

flow experiences offer absorption, personal control, joy, values, spontaneity, and a
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newness of perception and process. By contrast with flow, Arnould and Price (1993)

characterize extraordinary experiences by high level of emotional intensity (usually

triggered by an unusual event) and disclosure over time. In this study, however,

researcher delimits the notion of concentration as an emotional aspect of experiences.

When physically staying in the service setting, customers are immersed in the

physical surroundings and forget the passing time.

The following excerpts illustrate that female respondents talk about their

experiences with the underwear specialty stores in relation to concentration:

“I can leisurely take a look at the goods, just like being at home. It’s common

that one hour passed without notice.” (20, female,student)

“Sometimes I stay in the shop too long to forget passing time. I concentrate on

looking and searching the products I like. Once I find the product I like, I will

check if there is another one. That’s a world where absorb my attentions.” (20, 

female, student)

As for informants’experiences with museum of marine biology and aquarium, it

is easily to find that informants are influenced by vividly decoration and are attracted

by lively creatures with the result of forgetting time. The interview excerpts are as

follows:

“There is a huge aquarium in front of a semicircle square theater. It is an

aquarium where simulate the living space for over 53 kinds of fish, including

sharks and rays. Sitting in front of the aquarium is comfortable and makes me

feel like staying in the sea world.” (23, male, student)

“When I keep a close watch on the fishes in the aquariums, I am dizzy just like

dropping in the ocean.” (60, female, retiree)
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“While standing in front of the simulated seashore, I can see and hear seawater

flapping the shore. At that moment, I almost forget where I am.” (23, female, 

student)

The third emotional dimension of experiences, which results from customers’

interaction with physical surroundings, is imagination. It means that physical

surroundings make customers get fantasy and imagination. Generally, service

surroundings exquisitely designed with fictitious scenes provide more imagination for

customers. Staying in such surroundings makes people feel like being in a storybook

or a space that is different from common stores. For the premier company of the

experience economy, Disney establishes the Magic Kingdom, a genuine world of

fantasy. There are figures and scenes of storybook or cartoons vividly presenting at

the true moment. Moreover, the concept of hedonic consumption defined by

Hirschman and Holbrook (1982) may concur with the notion of imagination generated

from the result of interview. In their paper, the fantasy aspect of product usage

experience also characterizes hedonic consumption.

In this study, researcher sorts the transcripts data, which is related to the

descriptions of fantasy, fancy and imagination, to the category of imagination. For

instance, female respondents emotionally sense the feeling about romance and reverie

when shopping in underwear specialty stores. The following interview excerpts

illustrate imagination:

 “I am impressed with the fitting room. It is so fancy that looks like Barbie

Doll’s home.” (20, female, student)

“The overall decoration is romantic and it’s a place attracts teenagers.”And“I

can find out that this store is designed with elaboration. Staying in the store is

just like being in a dream world. When I step out the store, it’s like back to the
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real world.” (20, female, student)

As regards customers’experiences with the museum, informants describe the

experience of walking in the oceanic tunnel with relevance to imagination:

“They put a shipwreck in an aquarium. It’s a mysterious scene, and you have

no idea if there is anything in the shipwreck. It’s really a scene full of

curiosity.” (23, male, student)

Informants mostly mention that staying in the museum is atmospheric, and the

layout and decoration are as reality as the oceanic world. They commonly

recognized atmosphere, while totally involving in the physical surroundings of the

museum. As far as imagination is concerned, however, it is recognized less than

atmosphere. Informants merely agree that the setting with a huge shipwreck can

create imagination.

Lastly, surprise is the fourth emotional dimension, which comes from customers’

interaction with physical environment. Physical surroundings of a service

organization can make customers perceive more than expect. That is, customers are

unexpected to obtain sensation or knowledge through the physical space. Surprise is

recently considered as a neutral and short-lived emotion (e.g. Meyer et al., 1997;

Reisenzein, 2000; Schützwohl, 1998), and is described as a syndrome of reactions,

physiological and behavioral levels (cf. Vanhamme and Snelders, 2002). Vanhamme

and Snelders (2002) review and conclude that the emotion of surprise is elicited by

either unexpected or misexpected elements or by a “schema discrepancy.”

Unexpected elements denote vague and not well-defined expectations about the

products/services/attributes, whereas misexpected elements denote precise

expectations about the products/services/attributes that are not happened (Vanhamme,
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2000). Although surprise itself is neutral, nonetheless, this study concerns surprise

as positive or pleasant emotion, which is arose when something unexpected are

happened to customers through interacting with physical environment.

As to experiences of visiting the museum, the emotion of surprise is revealed

frequently in informants’descriptions. Because various kinds of fishes are rare or

unfamiliar to respondents, they are amazed to enjoy the sight of view. Relative

excerpt is exemplified as follows:

“When I walk in the oceanic tunnel, I can’t expect what kinds of fishes or

biology will appear before my eyes. Every time I make a turn, I am amazed at

different and interesting fishes.” (23, female, student)

Only a few female respondents’descriptions of experience with underwear

specialty stores demonstrate the emotion of surprise:

“The way they furnish and decorate products creates pleasant amazement for

customers. There are lots of designed-pillars in the store. Once I turn around,

I can find out another different products.” (28, female, teacher)

3.2.2 People—Service Providers, Other Customers, and Customers’Companions

In reference to the findings of in-depth interviews, customers’experiences also

result from interacting with people in the service settings. It contains interactions

with service providers, other customers and customers’ companions.
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Service Providers

As for the personal interaction between customers and service providers, it has

been viewed as the heart of most service experiences (Guiry, 1992), and has been

termed the “service encounter”in the services marketing literature (Czepiel et al.,

1985; Shostack, 1985; Solomon et al., 1985). With reference to research on service

quality, quality evaluation toward service personnel also catches scholars’attention

(e.g. Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Berry, 1988; Dabholkar, Thorpe and Rentz, 1996).

The SERVQUAL scale includes many items that measure service employees’service

quality. For instance, the“assurance”dimension is related to employees’knowledge

and courtesy and their ability to inspire trust and confidence. The “reliability,”

“responsiveness,” and “empathy” dimensions are also relevant measurement.

Dabholkar et al. (1996) further modify the SERVQUAL scale and develop a measure

of service quality for retail stores. One dimension is named as personal interaction,

and it includes two sub-dimensions—service employees inspiring confidence and

being courteous/helpful.

The result of in-depth interview reveals that customers-service employees

interaction constitutes customers’experiences. While analyzing the transcripts data,

the researcher categorizes customer-service provider interactions into two aspects,

functional and emotional. The functional part describes what employees have done

to satisfy customers’needs for the performing attributes of products and services.

The emotional part corresponds to what employees have done to fulfill customers’

personal needs and emotion. More specifically, the emotional aspect of customers’

experiences with service providers is relatively abstract and subjective perception or

evaluation toward the service employees. However, this study only discusses the
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emotive aspect of experiences due to the research focus.

During interviews with customers of the underwear specialty stores, informants

mostly describe how service providers thoughtfully concern their needs and serve

them. Respondents are impressed by employees’care and thoughtfulness. They

are happy and pleasant to spend time with the service personnel. The related

interview excerpts are as follows:

“The young lady who serves me is friendly. When she talks to me and teaches

me how to select suitable underwear, I feel that she care about me and I am

regarded as important.” (23, female, bank clerk)

“They carefully concern what I need, not urging me to purchase.” (20, female, 

student)

As for informants’description of feeding show in the museum, interactions with

performers are also revealed:

“During the feeding show, there is a performer diving in the aquarium. Fishes

are around the performer and we can easily realize how the performer feed

through an active narrator.” (23, female, student)

Other Customers

Next, interactions with other customers additionally constitute customers’

experiences additionally. It is well understood that other customers have impact on

the benefits customers derive from service encounter (cf. Bitner et al., 1990). In

many service surroundings, other customers directly or indirectly influence

satisfaction/dissatisfaction of customers (Martin and Pranter, 1989). Customers
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unavoidably find themselves compatible with some customers but incompatible with

others. Martin (1996) conducts an exploratory research to identify a range of

consumer behaviors that potentially influence dis/satisfaction of other consumers in

public establishments. Thirty-two specific behaviors are revealed in the findings of

focus group interviews. Through a further national survey, a principle components

analysis of the thirty-two behaviors ratings identifies seven factors (categories) of

behaviors, including gregarious, grungy, inconsiderate, crude, violent, malcontent, and

leisurely.

The compatibility between respondents and other customers are mentioned when

they describe their experiences of shopping or visiting the service organizations. In

this study, with the attempt to explore the emotional aspects of experiences, the

analysis of transcript data focuses on finding patterns that reveal respondents’

emotional response of getting along with other customers. For example, female

respondents talk about the difference between the underwear specialty stores in this

study and the other traditional stores. They can feel comfortable and free to pick up

products without being disturbed by other male customers. The specialty store is

created and belongs to females only.

“The shopping is relatively private. I don’t need to be afraid of some male

customers passing by. It’s more free and easy to choose products.” (20, female, 

student)

Respondents also mention their interactions with other customers when visiting

the museum:

“Some hot aquariums always attach people’s attention and lots of people stand
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in front of the aquariums. I can’t enjoy looking at the biology.” (60, female, 

retiree)

Customers’Companions

Finally, customers’ experiences are also composed by the interactions between

customers and their companions. The companionships or interrelationships have

effect on respondents’acquisition of experiences. The findings of interviews

demonstrate that getting along and having a good time with their companions

positively affect customers’perception and evaluation toward the experiences. Take

informants’experiences with the museum for example, informants mostly and

frequently mention that they have a good time with children or friends when enjoying

the visiting tour:

“Last time, I went there with my girlfriend. We both like this museum very

much. We were holding hands and enjoying marvelous world of ocean.” (23, 

male, student)

Moreover, some female respondents also point out the happy time with friends in

the underwear specialty stores. Shopping with close friends is much more enjoyable.

They can share and discuss the products together. An example of interview excerpts

is as follows:

“I usually take time to look at products, ask for my friends’opinion and then try

it on.” (20, female, student)
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3.2.3 Customers Themselves

From customer’s points of view, the findings of interviews illustrate that

customers’experiences not only come from interacting with physical surroundings

and people in a service setting, but also from the customers themselves. By means

of participating in the consumption activity in service settings, customers themselves

meanwhile acquire cognitive learning and fun. Cognitive learning concerns the

knowledge obtained from involving in the service process. For instance, customers

visiting the museum can see various kinds of oceanic biology before their eyes and

subsequently improve knowledge either through reading introduction by themselves

or through interpreters’detailed explanations. On the other hand, customers learn

how to correctly select suitable and comfortable underwear while shopping in the

specialty stores and interacting with service providers.

In addition to acquisition of cognitive learning, having fun constitutes customers’

experiences. Results of interviews demonstrate that respondents describe

experiences to be interesting and joyful. Either shopping the underwear specialty

stores or visiting the museum provides fun to respondents. This finding conforms to

the hedonic perspective of consumption (Hirschman and Holbrook, 1982), which

refers to facets of consumer behavior with relation to the multi-sensory, fantasy, and

emotive aspects of product usage experience.

3.2.4 A Conceptual Model of Customers’Experiences

Drawing on the findings of in-depth interviews and the previous discussion, this

study proposes a conceptual model of customers’experiences (figure 1), representing

elements constituting experiences from customers’viewpoints. As figure 1 shows,
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customers’experiences are composed of external and internal elements (or

dimensions). The external elements include customers’interactions with physical

surroundings (including atmosphere, concentration, imagination and surprise), service

providers, other customers, and companions. Customers themselves, which contains

two sub-elements—cognitive learning and having fun, are viewed as internal elements.

In other words, customers’experiences are made up of five elements (physical

surroundings, service providers, other customers, customers’companions, and

customers themselves). Table 1 presents a sample of the illustrative comments from

the in-depth interviews.
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Table 1

Sample of Respondent Comments Related to Service Experiences

▓Customers’ Experiences With Physical Surroundings:

The Underwear Specialty Stores National Museum of Marine Biology and Aquarium

Atmosphere
 “The most worth aspect to recommend is atmosphere. This is a store belonging to

girls and it is just only suitable for girls. It’s a kind of feeling of touching my heart

and being comfortable. It’s really great and atmospheric.” (20, female, student)

 “The layout makes me feel comfortable and warmth. It is like being at home.

They use pink color to decorate. The fitting room also makes me feel safe and

free.” (20, female, student)

 “I like the whole feeling and the bright decoration…”(28, female, teacher)

 “There are fashion magazines and a round table in the store. It’s great to take a

seat and read magazines when I am tired or wait for my friend.” (20, female, student)

 “Overall, I like the design of the store and thoughtful service. The orange color

and bright light make me feel comfortable.” (20, female, student)

 “The entire design revels leisurely and carefree. Orange color is active and warm

for customers.” (28, female, bank clerk)

 “It’s a quiet and spacious place for shopping…”(28, female, teacher)

 “Ilike this store at first sight. The light is atmospheric and I usually spend time

looking at products when I have time.” (20, female, student)

 “The atmosphere is great and lights matches up very nicely. It creates the feeling

of simulated surroundings. I can fully sense the world where oceanic creatures

live.” (23, male, student)

 “The simulated surroundings are very realistic. The simulate surges are as real as

standing along the seashore. I can even hear the sound of surges flapping.” (23,

female, student)

 “The visiting space is comfortable and not crowded. The light is a little dark but is

suitable for visiting.” (58, male, retiree)

 “It is the special design for visitors to look at the biology closely. Although I don’t

like horror biology living in the deep ocean, the whole design in the museum

doesn’t make me feel afraid.” (20, female, student)

 “The atmosphere created by the oceanic tunnel is great. It is the feeling of being in

the deep ocean.” (23, female, student)

 “I am impressed by the light. It’s the realistic light that creates miracle

atmosphere.” (20, female, student)
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Table 1 Continued

The Underwear Specialty Stores National Museum of Marine Biology and Aquarium

Concentration
 “I can leisurely take a look at the goods, just like being at home. It’s common that

one hour passed without notice.” (20, female, student)

 “Sometimes I stay in the shop too long to forget passing time. I concentrate on

looking and searching the products I like. Once I find the product I like, I will

check if there is another one. That’s a world where absorb my attentions.” (20,

female, student)

 “Usually I spend lots of time to try on the goods until I find the one I like. Time is

not limit for me.” (20, female, student)

 “When I stay in the store, I pay all my attention to look at the goods and enjoy the

atmosphere.” (20, female, student)

 “Mostly, I stay there for a long time. I like to pick up the goods one by one.” (20,

female, student)

 “It is a store that I am absorbed to look at the goods. Nothing can disturb me.”(20,

female, student)

 “There is a huge aquarium in front of a semicircle square theater. It is an aquarium

in which simulate the living space for over 53 kinds of fish, including sharks and

rays. Sitting in front of the aquarium is comfortable and makes me feel like

staying in the sea world.” (23, male, student)

 “When I keep a close watch on the fishes in the aquariums, I am dizzy just like

dropping in the ocean.” (60, female, retiree)

 “While standing in front of the simulated seashore, I can see and hear seawater

flapping the shore. At that moment, I almost forget where I am.” (23, female, student)

 “In the ocean tunnel, there are new-coming white whales. They make loud and

strange sounds. I have never heard that sounds and I stayed there for a long time.” 

(20, female, student)

 “There is a place with stimulated sounds of whales. I was attracted and paid much

attention to hear the sounds.” (20, female, student)

 “There are lots of interesting and special marine creatures. I carefully look at each

aquarium. I am concentrated to observe the figures of special biology.” (58, male,

retiree)

 “There is a space demonstrating coral reef. Various kinds of fishes shuttle. I can

look at the fishes closely and it make me forget passing time.” (23, male, student)
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Table 1 Continued

The Underwear Specialty Stores National Museum of Marine Biology and Aquarium

Imagination
 “I am impressed with the fitting room. It is so fancy that looks like Barbie Doll’s

home.” (20, female, student)

 “The overall decoration is romantic and it’s a place attracts teenagers.” (20, female,

student)

 “I can find out that this store is designed with elaboration. Staying in the store is

just like being in a dream world. When I step out the store, it’s like back to the

real world.” (20, female, student)

 “The decoration is designed with romantic scene…”(20, female, student)

 “In my opinion, when buying underwear, females like to enjoy and imagine at the

same time. This is a store full of fantasy.” (28, female, teacher)

 “It easily makes me imagine what it looks like when females with different ages put

the clothes on.”(20, female, student)

 “They put a shipwreck in an aquarium. It’s a mysterious scene, and you have no

idea if there is anything in the shipwreck. It’s really a scene full of curiosity.”(23,

male, student)

 “Stepping into the ocean tunnel is just like walking in the ocean.”(23, female, student)

 “The shipwreck is a scene with reality and imagination. Various kinds of fishes

live there and a great of coral reef mantle the shipwreck. It would be great if I

could walk into the ship to take a look.” (23, male, student)

 “The simulated master’s cabin is lively. Through the windows, I can see fishes

swimming outside the cabin.” (60, female, retirss)

 “I think the oceanic tunnel is the best place. When walking in the tunnel, I can see

fishes swimming around. It’s different from static aquariums. It feels like being

the actual ocean.” (20, female, student)

Surprise
 “The way they furnish and decorate products creates pleasant amazement for

customers. There are lots of designed-pillars in the store. Once I turn around, I

can find out another different products.” (28, female, teacher)

 “It’s amazing to find out various kinds of products.” (20, female, student)

 “When I walk in the oceanic tunnel, I can’t expect what kinds of fishes or biology

will appear before my eyes. Every time I make a turn, I am amazed at different

and interesting fishes.” (23, female, student)

 “Iam very surprised to find out many fishes that I saw them in my childhood.

Now many fishes are rare to see and it is amazing to see them in the museum.” (60,

female, retiree)

 “The is a wall demonstrating many types of whales. People can push the buttons

to hear the stimulated sounds of different whales. It is marvelous to know that

whale’s sound is like horse’s sound.” (23, male, student)
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The Underwear Specialty Stores National Museum of Marine Biology and Aquarium

Customers’ Experiences With Service Providers
 “The young lady who serve me is friendly. When she talks to me and teaches me

how to select suitable underwear, I feel that she care about me and I am regarded as
important.” (28, female, bank clerk)

 “They carefully concern what I need, not urging me to purchase.” (20, female, student)

 “Even though I try on many underwear and don’t purchase lastly, the store clerk
treat me with sweet smile.” (20, female, student)

 “The service lady talks to me actively and nicely, just like my friend.” (20, female,

student)

 “I am impressed with the thoughtful service. I am not urged to purchase.” (28,

female, teacher)

 “During the feeding show, there is a performer diving in the aquarium. Fishes are
around the performer and we can easily realize how the performer feed through an
active narrator.” (23, female, student)

 “The narrators are good at making visitors laugh. It is full of pleasure and laugh
when we enjoy the feeding shows.” (20, female, student)

 “The employees are young people and they are active and vigorous to explain
various biology to visitors.” (23, male, student)

Customers’ Experiences WithOther Customers
 “As for me, shopping in the department stores is not comfortable. Sometimes

there are male customers passing by and I can’t feel free to choose underwear.
However, shopping in this store is totally different. What I concern is not problem
anymore.” (28, female, teacher)

 “The shopping is relatively private. I don’t need to be afraid of some male
customers passing by. It’s more free and easy to choose products.” (20, female,

student)

 “There are always crowded, especially weekend. If I want to look at each
aquariums carefully, I need to wait and wait. For example, the feeding show is
attracted and I have to look for a seat a half hour before the show begins.”(23, female,

student)

 “Some hot aquariums always attach people’s attention and lots of people stand in
front of the aquariums. I can’t enjoy looking at the biology.”(60, female, retiree)

Customers’ Experiences WithCompanions
 “I usually take time to look at products, ask for my friends’opinion and then try it

on.” (20, female, student)

 “It’s a lovely store where I discuss with friends and free try on clothes.” (20, female,

student)

 “I like to shop underwear with good friends. Sometimes, we go there together to
see if there are new products.” (20, female, student)

 “This is a place suitable for family-gathering. It’s also great to go with lover.
When I found out interesting and special biology, I was exited to show them to my
friends. We really had a good time there.” (23, female, student)

 “Last time I visited with relatives. We stayed there for two hours. There is a
huge fountain with artificial whales. Water is gushed from the mouths of whales.
We played with water and enjoyed ourselves.” (20, female, student)

 “I went there with my classmates. When we walked in the oceanic tunnel, we
found interesting fishes. We even named the fishes by ourselves. It was so
funny.” (23, female, student)
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▓Customers Obtain Experiences From Customers Themselves:

The Underwear Specialty Stores National Museum of Marine Biology and Aquarium

Cognitive Learning
 “I learn some correct knowledge which is related to underwear, such as how to

choose suitable ones, how to clean and etc.” (20, female, student)

 “I got lots of information about wearing underwear, and I didn’t know such

information before.” (20, female, student)

 “The service providers are professional and they are glad to teach me the common

sense of underwear.” (20, female, student)

 “I obtained a great deal of idea of plane design. I like the way that they design

visiting lines and decoration.” (23, male, student)

 “I can see lots of special biology with my own eyes. It is worth to visit again.” (60,

female, retiree)

 “Some fishes don’t look like common fishes. I found one fish’s face looks like

human. I was surprised to learn and look at marine biology which is rare and

special.” (23, female, student)

 “The museum works hard at visitor education. They use active method to

demonstrate illustration, including speech sounds, interactive boards, and etc. I am

impressed to push the educational buttons in order to learn more about the biology.”

(20, female, student)

Having Fun
 “It’s free and interesting to try on various style of clothes.” (28, female, teacher)

 “That is a place which is available for girls to shop and have fun.” (20, female, student)

 “Being compared with the mechanical decoration of department stores, this store is

more interesting and amazing.” (20, female, student)

 “It is marvelous to see different kinds of creatures. I can even feel that they are

close to me. It’s interesting.” (23, male, student)

 “Some illustrations are designed with games. Children can play and learn at the

same time. It can easily make children and adults have fun.” (20, female, student)

 “I really had a good mood there, just like staying in a world of ocean and being

surrounded with blue world. All fishes swam in front of me.” (58, male, retiree)
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Figure 1 A Conceptual Model of Customers’Experiences

The first insight obtained from analyzing the informants’responses is that the

emotional aspects of experiences can be decomposed into five dimensions, physical

surroundings, service providers, other customers, customers’ companions, and

customers themselves. That is, customers obtain experiences through physically

participating in a service setting, interacting with physical surroundings and people,

and themselves acquiring cognitive learning and fun. Through exploratory study, the

findings of research empirically conform to Grove and his colleagues’argument on

the composition of service experiences (e.g. Grove and Fisk, 1992; Grove, Fisk and

Bitner, 1992; Grove, Fisk and John, 2000; Grove, Fisk and Dorsch, 1998). More
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importantly, through exploring customers’viewpoints of experiences, the transcript

data of in-depth interview demonstrate factors that are not integrated into the previous

research. The result shows that customers’experiences are also made up of

customer-related factors (other customers, customers’companions, and customers

themselves). This insight consequently leads to the following two propositions:

Proposition 1: Interacting with physical surroundings, service providers, other

customers, and companions constitute customers’experiences.

These four elements are categorized as external ones of

customers’experiences.

Proposition 2: Customers themselves, which is regarded as internal element,

constitutes customers’experiences.

Next, this study additionally decomposes the interaction between customers and

physical environment into four emotional (sub-) dimensions: atmosphere,

concentration, imagination, and surprise. Comparing the two investigated service

organizations, however, this study finds that underwear specialty stores and museum

of marine biology perform differently in these four emotional dimensions. As for

atmosphere, there is no difference with each other due to successful management of

atmospheric variables, such as layout, design, and decoration. In regard to

concentration and imagination, the two cases demonstrate different practices. The

specialty stores make use of pink-orange color to create romantic shopping space and

successfully catch female customers’attention, while the museum of marine life and

aquarium simulate the oceanic world by realistic tunnel, shipwreck, lighting, and

music. With relation to surprise, nevertheless, the museum provides customers more
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unexpected services than the underwear specialty stores. When visiting the museum,

customers totally involve in the elaborate physical environment, they stroll along the

continuous aquariums, and they have no idea when the unfamiliar oceanic biology

will show up before their eyes. This study therefore infers that service organizations

with different focus and practices of physical surroundings design provide different

experiences to customers. The four emotional dimensions resulting from the

interactions between customers and physical surroundings are weighted differently in

diverse service organizations and thereby are experienced different by customers.

We propose the propositions as follows:

Proposition 3:Customers emotionally experience atmosphere, concentration,

imagine, and surprise when they interacting with physical

surroundings.

Proposition 4: Across service organizations, customers emotionally experience

various weights of atmosphere, concentration, imagine, and

surprise.

The third insight concerns interaction between customers and people in a service

setting. People contain service providers, other customers, and companions. In this

study, findings of in-depth interview reveal that customers perceive different

interactions with different subjects within different contexts. As for the underwear

specialty stores, interactions with service providers and compatibility with other

customers are critical elements that constitute customers’experiences. Interactions

with companions are relatively not significant for the reason that respondents have

diverse viewpoints with respect to shopping underwear with close friends or relatives.
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On the other hand, as for museum of marine biology and aquarium, interactions

between customers and their companions are more influential aspects of customers’

experiences than the other two kinds of interactions. Due to customers commonly

visiting the museum with families or friends, the interaction with companions

consequently plays an important role and determines whether having fun or not.

This study accordingly proposes the following proposition:

Proposition 5: Across service organizations, customers emotionally experience

different interactions with service personnel, with other

customers and with companions.

The fourth insight is concerned about customers themselves, which also

constitutes customers experiences. The findings of qualitative study reveal that

customer obtain cognitive learning and fun when they acquire experiences.

Cognitive learning and having fun are derived from customers themselves, not from

outside stimulation. This research consequently views customers themselves as

internal element composing customers’experiences, and proposes proposition 6 as

follows:

Proposition 6:Customers themselves, categorized as internal element of

customers’ experiences, is decomposed into two

sub-dimensions—cognitive learning and having fun.

The last insight is the relation between external and internal elements of

customers’experiences. The interview transcripts show external elements should

have effect on internal element (customers themselves). For example, respondents
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mention that they obtain information about underwear from service providers when

they shop the underwear specialty store in question. Respondents also acquire

cognitive learning while they use the interactive and educational buttons in the

museum. The design of physical environments improves respondents’learning.

Moreover, respondents point out having fun with the interesting decoration of the

underwear specialty store. For museum of marine biology and aquarium,

respondents feel that illustrations designed with games easily make children play and

learn at the same time. Therefore, this research proposes that external elements of

customers’experiences have effect on internal element.

Proposition 7:With regard to elements constituting customers’experiences,

external elements (physical surroundings, service providers, other

customers, and customers’companions) have effect on internal

element (customers themselves).


